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A dual process associated with the evoluö^58f 
the state of a queueing network at its jumps 

Richard J. Bouckerie* 

Abstract 

For a product form queueing network, based on the potential interpretation of 
the transition rates, a dual process, associated with the queueing network at 
its jumps, is introduced. It is shown that this dual process can be chosen such 
that it describes the evolution of the states observed by a customer in transit. 
This gives a new interpretation and generalization of the arrival theorem. As 
is shown by various examples, the dual process gives insight into the behaviour 
of product form queueing networks. 

Keywords: arrival theorem, dual process, Palm probabilities, product form, 
queueing network 

1 Introduction 
Many authors have considered queueing networks that can be modeled as a continuous-
time Markov chain with product form equilibrium distribution due to a notion of local 
balance (cf. [8], [9], [11], [13], [14]). In state n, describing the number of customers in 
the queues, a system dependent service rate for leaving queue f, 2m ^ *s assumed. 
Upon release customers are routed among the queues accordmg to the routing func-
tion, pij(n — ei). If a solution { c , } ^ exists to the traffic equations 

£{7«P«j(™ - e,-) - 7jPji{n - e<)} = 0, 
i 

expressing local balance, the equilibrium distribution is of product form: 

k 

The physical model for a transition assumes that in a transition rï —> n — et- + ej 
first a customer leaves queue i and subsequently this customer is routed to queue j . 
Thus, the transition virtually passes through n — e,- and consists of two parts: a 
service part and a routing part. This decomposition between service and routing is 
the basis of local balance as expressed in (1.1). In some cases, a queueing network 
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can also be modeled considering vacancies at the queues, i.e. positions at the queues 
where no customers are present. If a customer leaves queue i a vacancy is created 
at queue i. In a transition n —> n — e,- + e.j first a vacancy is created at queue i and 
subsequently a vacancy is routed from queue j . Thus, in contrast to the customer 
process first a unit is created at queue i and the transition ra —• ra + e,- — e,-, where ra 
describes the number of vacancies, virtually passes through ra + e,-. A second process 
with transitions ra —* ra + e,- — e* that virtually pass through ra + ej is the process 
describing the evolution of states as observed by a customer in transit. To this 
end, consider the evolution of the states of a queueing network. In a transition 
n —> n — e,- + ej a customer leaves queue i. In transit, this customer observes state 
n — e,-. Then the customer is absorbed in queue j . Subsequently a customer may leave 
queue k. In transit this customer observes state n — e; + e,- — e*. Thus a transition 
n — e,- —> n — et- + ey — e* is induced in which first a unit is created at queue j . 
The stochastic process describing transitions in which first a unit is created is called 
the dual process. The transition rates for this dual process are obtained from the 
transition rates of the primal process, the stochastic process describing the original 
queueing network, based on a potential interpretation of the transition rates partly 
due to [8], [14]. This approach leads to a generalization of the arrival theorem. In this 
generalization the process describing the evolution of states observed by customers 
in transit is given. Moreover, it is argued that a moving customer may influence the 
equilibrium distribution of the queueing network. Thus, a moving customer will not 
see the network as if the customer is not present, but this moving customer sees the 
network that is infiuenced by its own presence. The equilibrium distribution observed 
by a moving customer is shown to be the equilibrium distribution of the dual process. 

In the examples, the symmetrical relation between the primal an the dual process 
is shown to be similar to the relation between the primal and dual problem in linear 
programming thus justifying the name dual process. Furthermore the relation be
tween the transition rates for the primal process and the transition rates for the dual 
process is discussed. Finally, some comments on batch servicing and routing queueing 
networks are given. These networks are then used to explain the discrepancy between 
the equilibrium distribution in a discrete-time and corresponding continuous-time for-
mulation of a queueing network. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the primal process is discussed. 
Some well-known results are reformulated in the setting of this paper and the po
tential interpretation of the transition rates is discussed. Section 3 presents the dual 
process. The transition rates of the dual process are defined based on the potential 
interpretation of the transition rates. Furthermore, a sufficiënt condition for the dual 
equilibrium distribution to be of product form is given. In Section 4, for a general 
class of primal processes, the dual routing function is given. Section 5 relates the tran
sition rates and equilibrium distribution of the primal process to those of the dual 
process. In this section the Palm probabilities associated with the jumps of the pri
mal process are studied. It is shown that moving customers see the dual equilibrium 
distribution thus generalizing the arrival theorem. Section 6 gives some examples 
and general remarks on the relation between the primal and the dual process and 
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Section 7 concludes the paper. 

2 Preliminaries 
Consider a continuous-time queueing network consisting of N queues, labeled 1 , . . . , N. 
Assume that the queueing network can be represented by a stable, regular, continuous-
time Markov chain X = {X(t), t > 0} at state space S C N^ = {n : n = 
(rai, . . . ,TIN), n-i € No = {0,1 ,2 , . . .} , i = 1 , . . . ,N}, where n,- denotes the number 
of customers at queue i, i = 1 , . . . , JV. The transition rate from state n G S to state 
ft G S is denoted by q(n,ft). As the Markov chain X describes a queueing network, 
it is natural to assume that transitions of X correspond to routing of customers, i.e. 
it is natural to assume that, for n,ft € S 

q(n,ft) = 0 unless ft = n — e,- + e,-, i, j G Af, i ^ j , (2.1) 

where Af = { 0 , . . . , N] if the queueing network is open and Af = { 1 , . . . , N} if the 
queueing network is closed, e,-, i = 1 , . . . , N, denotes the i-ih unit vector and eo = 0. 
In a transition n —* n — e,- + tj first a customer leaves queue i and subsequently this 
customer is routed among the queues. In this transition the customer configuration 
n — e,- remains unchanged. Therefore, the transition can be written as (n — e,) + e,- —* 
(n — e,) + tj and can thus be regarded as virtually passing through n — e,- E N^, 
a so-called dual state. The set of dual states plays an important role in the dual 
process, therefore this set is explicitly defined here. 

Definition 2.1 (Dual s ta te space) For a stochastic process X at state space S 
with transition rates satisfying (2.1), the dual state space, Sd, is the set 

Sd = {fne N^lBiJ e Af, i^j:fn + ei,m + e,- € S, q(fn + e,-, m + ej) > 0}. (2.2) 

With this definition, the transition rates for X can now be defined. In agreement 
with the literature, assume that, for V>: Sd - • R+, <f>: S -> R+, p : SxS -» tf+UlO}, 
R+ = (0,oo), Pij(n — e^ = p(fï,n — e,- + e,-), i,j G Af, the transition rates have the 
form 

wifT — 6*) 
q(fï,n- e,- + e,-) = — j ~ - p i j { n - e,), n,fï-ei + e, G S, i,j € .Af. (2.3) 

<p(n) 
Remark 2.2 (Transition rates) In the general formulation given above, (2.3) does 
not give rise to further restrictions on the transition rates. The form (2.3) is chosen in 
agreement with the literature (cf. [2], [3], [5], [6], [11]) and expresses a decomposition 
of the transition rates into a service part, ^/<f>, and a routing part, p^. At this 
moment, Pij(fn) is an arbitrary function such that pu(fn) = 0 for all m G Sd, i G Af. 
Note that the argument, m, of Pij(fn) explicitly states that a transition m+e,- —»• m+e,-
occurs via the dual state m. In the sequel, strong restrictions will be imposed on p,j 
(cf. Remark 2.4). The functions if> and <f> are not subject to any further restrictions. • 
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The following lemma provides a sufficiënt condition for X to have a product form 
invariant measure, that is a non-negative solution, $ = ($(n), n G S), to the global 
balance equations 

£ mii)q(n,W) - $(ri?)q(n?,n)} = 0, n G S. (2.4) 

As transitions n —»• rï — e,- + e, are allowed only, the global balance equations can be 
written 

y^ {$(n)q(n,n — et- -f e,) — $(n — e* + ej)g(n — e; + ej,n)} = 0, n G 5. (2.5) 

If a solution, $, exists to the local balance equations 

^2 {<J>(n)g(n, n - e,- + e )̂ - $(n - e,- + ej)q(n - e; + e_,-,n)} = 0, i G Af, n € 5, (2.6) 

then $ is an invariant measure as can easily be seen by summing (2.6) over i. In 
Lemma 2.3 below, local balance of this form is expressed by (2.9). However, local 
balance can also be expressed as 

] T {$(n)q(n,n- e< + e_,) - $(n - e{ + ej)q(n - e< + e i5n)} = 0, j G Af, n G 5.(2.7) 

If a solution $ exists to (2.7), then $ is an invariant measure as can be seen by 
summing (2.7) over j . Note that a solution to (2.6) does not necessarily correspond 
to a solution to (2.7). In Section 3, (2.7) expresses local balance for the dual process, 
whereas in this section (2.6) expresses local balance for the primal process. The result 
of Lemma 2.3 is well-known. For example, for slightly different forms of the transition 
rates this result is obtained [3], [5], [8], [9], [14], however, as terms appearing in the 
proof of this lemma give a first glance at the dual process and the proof shows the 
symmetry between X and the dual process introduced in Section 3, both Lemma 2.3 
and its proof are given here explicitly. 

Lemma 2.3 X aïlows an invariant measure $ at S, given by 

${n) = <j>(n)J[cn
k», neS, (2.8) 

if for allnE S the coefficients {CJ}£LX are a non-negative (c,- > 0 for all i) solution 

of 

J2 {KiPH^ ~ e«) - 7iPü(» - e«)} = 0, ie Af, 70 = 1. (2.9) 
jGJV 
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Proof Insertion of (2.3) and (2.8) into the global balance equations at S gives for 
neS 

2{*(IÏ)ÏM-*(BW,«)} 

- <f>(n - e,- + e,-) [[ ck -jrz— ,Pji{n - e,) > 

= £ ^ ( n - e,) I J cn
k"-Ski E { W O * ~ «) " W ( * ~ c«)} (2.10) 

«6AT fc=l j€Af 

= o, 

where £,_,• = 1 if i = j , 0 otherwise. The last equality is obtained from (2.9). O 

Remark 2.4 (Blocking) At first glance, (2.9) does not give rise to major restric-
tions on the routing function p,j. However, note that pij{rï — e,) = p(n,n — e,- + e,) 
and p: S x S —* R+ U {0}. Therefore, (2.9) implicitly assumes that, for all j in the 
summation, n — e,- + ê  G 5. Moreover, the coefficients {c,-}^ are state independent. 
This restricts blocking to the foliowing cases, where Pij(rn) =• A#6y(m). (i) Re-
versible blocking: the solution {c,-}^ to (2.9) satisfies C,A;J = e,Aj,-, i,j € N and 
bij(m) = 6j,(m) for all m € iV^ such that both ra + e,- and ra + e,- € 5 , where 5" is an 
arbitrary subset of N^. (ii) Indicator blocking: the solution { c j ^ to (2.9) satisfies 
the traffic equations Tïjetf {cAij ~ cj^ji} = ®i i €. M and b^ or S satisfies some very 
special conditions such as S is coordinate convex, i.e. S = {n G iV^| 22jLi " j < -W} 
or bij is such that the stop protocol is satisfied (cf. Example 6.3), i.e. if 5 = {n € 
N^\rij < Nj, j = 1,...,JV} and mk = Nk then 6y(m) = 0 for all i. Note that 
these blocking conditions cover a fairly wide class of blocking examples and contain 
practical blocking examples (cf. [11]). D 

The foliowing lemma considers the expected rate of transitions between a pair of 
queues. A similar result is obtained in [14] for the case of an open Jackson network 
and in [2] for the case of a reversible process with general transition rates. Here, a 
non-reversible process is considered with transition rates more general than in [14]. 
As in the previous lemma, both Lemma 2.5 and its proof contain terms appearing in 
the dual process. In order to give a proper formulation of this expected value, define 
g t i : S - > i ? + U { 0 } , i , ; G JV as 

9ü("') = q(n,n — e,- + e,-), n 6 S. 

Lemma 2.5 If $ as given in (2.8) satisfies 

£ $(n) = B-1 < oo, 
n€S 

then under the distribution 
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7r(n) = B$(n), n € S, 

for any i,j G M the expected rate of transitions from queue i to queue j is given by 

Eqa = B £ *(m)c,-py(m), (2.11) 

m£Sd 

where \? is defined as 

N 

V(m) = ip(m) Jlc^k,me Sd. (2.12) 

Proof Direct computation of the expectation value gives for any i,j € N 

E(Hi = S ^ ' ^ - ^ + ^'M") 
«es 

nes V\nJ fe=i 

= B £ ï>(n - e,) I I cT-SkiCiPij{n - e.-) 
n € S fc=l 

= B J2 V(TFi)ciPij{m), 
mGSij 

where, for i,j E -A/\ 

Sij = {m 6 No\m + e,-, m + tj e S, Pij(fn) > 0}. 

Note that, since q(rn + e,-,m + e,-) > 0 if and only if Pij(rn) > 0, 

Sd= U $,-, 

which completes the proof. • 

Remark 2.6 (Dual process) Thefunction $ : Sd -> # + U{0}, as defined in (2.12), 
appears both in the proof of Lemma 2.3 and in Lemma 2.5. The right-hand side of 
(2.11) gives rise to the following interpretation of \P. If * satisfies 

£ *(m)=[Bd]_1<oo, 
wesd 

then under the distribution ird at 5 d defined by 

7rd(m) = B d *(m), m 6 Sd, 

the right-hand side of (2.11) can be written 

- 0 m6S d 



(2.11) expresses the probability flow from queue i to queue j and Pij(m) is the prob-
ability that a customer routes from queue i to queue j through ro. ird can thus be 
interpreted as the probability that a transition passes through the dual state ra € Sd, 
i.e. that a customer in transit observes state m € Sd. This will be formalized in 
Section 5.2. G 

The remaining part of this section gives some interpretations of the process X with 
transition rates (2.3) and invariant measure (2.8). These interpretations will be used 
when the dual process is introduced. The definition of the dual process in Section 3 
is based on the potential interpretation of the transition rates (2.3). 

Interpretation 2.7 (Potentials (cf. [8], [14])) In accordance with [8], [14], the 
transition rates (2.3) can be interpreted as reflecting the potential difference between 
states n and nf = n —e; + ej. To this end, define the global or configuration potentials 
U representing the potential of configurations at S and V representing the potential 
of configurations at Sd. Note that, in the configuration fn €. Sd one customer is 
released into the queueing network, which, in general, may influence the potential of 
the configuration. The intensity at which a customer is released from queue i in state 
n € S is a function of the potential difference of the configurations n and n — e,-, i.e. 
this intensity is a function of V(n — e,) — U(n). Once a customer is released, the 
routing of the customer is determined by the potentials of the queues and not by the 
potential difference of the configurations. To this end, define D t J(m), the potential 
difference between queue i and queue j in configuration ra. The potential difference 
between states n and n — e,- + ej is then given by V(n — e,) — U(n) — Dij(n — e,). 
Define 

<j)(n) = exp [—U(n)], n € S, 

tl>(rn) = exp [—V(m)], m G Sd, 

Pij(m) = exp [Dijim)] ,meSd, i,j G N, (2.13) 

then the transition rates have the form (2.3). Furthermore, $ can now be written 

N 

$(n) = exp ~U(n) - ]C Ofc"fc , n e S, 

where £,• = — log c,-, i € Af, can be regarded as local or site potentials. However, as 
is stated in the literature (cf. [14]), this interpretation is valid only if X is reversible 
since the site potentials must satisfy 

-C- + Dij(m) = - 0 + Djiim), m e Sd, i,j e M. 

In Sections 3 and 4 this potential interpretation is used to construct the transition 
rates for the dual process. • 

Interpretation 2.8 (Probabalistic) The transition rates (2.3) can also be inter
preted probabilistically. To this end, define for m 6 Sd, i,j E Af 
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Pü(m) = ^rjër* Pi(m) = E #i(m)-

For n,n — ei + e,- G 5 , (2.3) can be written 

n n ) EteJV V(n _ e,)p,(n - e,) 

As the total rate out of state n is given by 

Y- n(- ^ _ V- V>(n-ef) E i 6 v V ' ( n - e , ) p t ( n - e t ) 

H5'"'"' -^-wr^-^- m • 
the first term in (2.14) can be interpreted as the total state-dependent service rate in 
state n. The second term may now be interpreted as the probability that a customer 
is released from queue i and p,j is the state-dependent routing probability. 

The form (2.3) for the transition rates has been introduced in the literature only 
recently (cf. [2], [3], [5], [6]). The first three references use the form (2.3), whereas 
the last reference uses the form 

( , ^ i>{n - ei)pi(n - e,) _ 
q(n,n - e,- + e,-) = - r ^ py(n - e,). 

The discussion above shows that these forms are equivalent. A similar observation is 
made in [3]. O 

3 The dual process 
For the stochastic process at S with transition rates as given in (2.3), this section 
defines a stochastic process at the dual state space Sd, as defined in Definition 2.1, 
with invariant measure \P, as defined in (2.12), such that the transition rates for 
this process can immediately be obtained from the transition rates (2.3). To this 
end, observe that a transition n —* n — e,- + e-j for X, called the primal process, 
passes through the state n — e,- € Sd. Consider two successive transitions, say n —• 
n — e{ + ej —* n — e,- + ej — e* + e/. As depicted in the upper half of Figure 1, this 
sequence of transitions passes through n — e,- and n — e,- + e-j — e* and therefore induces 
a transition from state n — e,- € Sd to state n — e,- + ej — e* G Sd, a transition for the 
dual process. The transition rates for the dual process (3.1) are defined by analogy 
with the transition rates for the primal process (2.3). In a transition n —+ n — e,- + ej 
for the primal process X, first the potential difference V(n — e,) — U(n) must be 
overcome. Then, in state n — e,-, a customer is routed among the queues according to 
the site potential difference Dij(n — e,). A transition n — e,- —» n — e,- + ej — e* for the 
dual process passes through n — e,- + ej. In this transition, first the global potential 
difference U(n — e,- + ej) — V(n — e,) must be overcome, then, in state n — e; + ej, 
according to the site potential difference Df.j(n — e,- + ej) the process reaches state 
n — e,- + ej — e*. From this construction, the transition rates for the dual process 
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n — e 

n 

m + e,-

n — ei + ej — e* 

n — e,- + tj 

m + e j 

n - e,- + e,- - ek + et 

m + e; — ek + ei 

m + ej- ek 

Figure 1. Sequence of states for the primal and the dual process (m = n — e,). 

are given by (3.1) below. The symmetry between the primal process and the dual 
process is symbolized in Figure 1. The lower half of this figure is a mirror-image of 
the upper half. Upwards transitions in both the lower and upper half correspond 
to the global potential difference and downwards transitions correspond to the site 
potential difference. 

Definition 3.1 (Dual process) For a stochastic process at S with transition rates 
given in (2.3), the dual process is the process Xd = {Xd(t), t > 0} at Sd with 
transition rates qd given by 

qd(m,fnf) 
<j>(m-\-ei) . , . . . , . . .. 

,,—} Piji™ + eJ') m ' " ^ G s ' rn' = m + ej - eh t,j € M ^ ^ 

0 otherwise, 

wherepf^m + ej) = pd(rn,m + ej-ei), m G Sd, ij € Af andpd :SdxSd -> R+U{0}. 

Remark 3.2 (Transitions) In contrast to the primal process, a transition m —> 
m -f ej — e,- for the dual process passes through state m + ey. This is explicitly 
visualized in the notation by writing m + e,- — e,- instead of fn — ei + ej which. is the 
usual notation for the primal process. 

In Definition 3.1, the dual routing function pfj is not related to the primal routing 
function p^. The relation between pdj and p^ depends on the interpretation of the 
dual process as is shown in Section 4. A few remarks on pdj can be made here. 
Firstly, note that pfj is not required to be a probability distribution. Secondly, the 
dual routing function, in general, does not satisfy pdj(n) = 0. This can easily be seen 
by observing Figure 1. If for the primal process a customer routes from queue i to 
queue j and next a customer routes from queue j to queue /, i.e. k = j in Figure 1, 
then for the dual process a transition fn —^ fn occurs. Therefore, qd(fn,fn) > 0 and 
thus Pjj(n) > 0. • 
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Similar to Lemma 2.3, a sufficiënt condition for Xd to possess a product form invariant 
measure can now be given. The proof of this result is a direct analog to the proof of 
Lemma 2.3 and shows the symmetry between the primal and dual process. 

Lemma 3.3 Xd alïows an invariant measure ^ at Sd, given hy 

N 

tf(m) = V(">)n<*r> rneSd, (3.2) 

if for all fn 6 Sd the coefficients { d , } ^ are a positive (d{ > 0 for all i) solution of 

E l~PUm+ ei) - ~PUm+ e i ) | = °> » G JV, 7o = 1. (3.3) 

Proof Insertion of (3.1) and (3.2) into the global balance equations at Sd gives for 

meSd 

E {^(m)qd(m, m') - '$(m')qd(rn!,rn)} 

^nc^i^H) = E {*w n 
t',j€-V l fc=i 

= E tfm + e,) ft < C + % E { 3 " r è ( ^ + e i) " TPf«(W + e,)} 

= 0, 

where the last equality is obtained from (3.3). E 

Remark 3.4 (Coefficients { d ; } ^ ) The dual routing function pfj is not explicitly 
related to the primal routing function. Therefore, the coefficients {di}^ for the dual 
process are not related to the coefficients { c , } ^ for the primal process. In Section 4, 
pfj will be chosen such that d{; = c,-, i = 1 , . . . , N or di = ^ , i = 1,... ,N. In the 
first case the dual process is said to describe customers and in the second case the 
dual process describes vacancies or holes. • 

Similar to Lemma 2.5, the expected rate of transition from queue i to queue j can 
now be computed for the dual process. To this end, define gj : Sd -» R+ U {0}, 
hj € -Af» as 

qf.(m) = qd{m,m + e,- - e,-), m € Sd. 

Again, the symmetry between the dual process and the primal process is illustrated 
by Lemma 3.5. 

Lemma 3.5 Ifty as given in (3.2) satisfi.es 
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£ *(m)=[Ff <oo, 
m€Sd 

then under the distribution 

7rd(m) = BdV{m), m G Sd, 

for anyi,j G JV, i ^j, 

Eqfj = Bd Y, Hn)^(n), (3.4) 
nes- ai 

where S~ is defined as 

S~ ~{fie N^\3i,j e Af, i^j:n-ei,n- e, G Sd, qd(n - ehn- et) > 0}. (3.5) 

Proof Direct computation of the expectation value gives for any i,j GA/" 

E(di = X) qd(m,rn + ej-ei)TTd(m) 
meSd 

= E ^ S ^ P i ( ™ + e,)B'!V.(m)n<C' 

= BdY m + ej) ft <%k+SkJTPU™ + ff) 

= Bd £ *(w) J-PÈ-(W), 

where, for i, j G A/", i ^ j , 

5J = {n€ N»\n - e,-,n - e,- G 5d , pj(w) > 0}. 

Note that 

s~= U sf, 

which completes the proof. D 

Remark 3.6 (Backward dualizing method) The set S~, defined in (3.5), is the 
set of intermediate states for the transitions of the dual process. From the definition 
of the dual process, qd(n — ej,n — et) is defined only if n G 5. Therefore, S~ C S. In 
general, S~ is a strict subset of S, however, when the queueing network is open and 
unbounded, it may be the case that S~ = S. 

The forward dualizing method is used to construct the dual process Xd from the 
primal process X. The state space Sd of the dual process consists of the intermediate 
states of the transitions of X and the transition rates for Xd are obtained via the 
potential interpretation. It is possible to define a backward dualizing method in vari-
ous ways. The most direct method is the following first backward dualizing method. 
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The backward dual process of Xd is the process at S~ with transition rates given 
by (2.3). In this case, the backward dual process Xdd is not identical to the primal 
process unless S~ = S. However, without any knowledge of the primal process X, 
the backward dual process can be constructed from Xd. This backward dualizing 
method is discussed in Example 6.3. A different backward dualizing method is the 
following second backward dualizing method. A major drawback of this method is that 
it requires specific knowledge of the primal process. However, as is shown below, in 
this case the backward dual process is identical to the primal process, i.e. Xdd = X. 
For a state m G Sd, consider all states m + e,-, i G N, such that ra -f et- G S. The 
backward dual process Xdd is the process with state space 

Sdd 
given by 

Sdd = {n e N^\3m G Sd, i G M such that n = m + et- G S}, 
and transition rates at Sdd given in (2.3). From the definition of the dual state space 
it is immediately clear that Sdd = S and therefore that Xdd = X, unless S contains 
singletons (n G S is called a singleton if for all W G S: q(n,W) = qir?^) = 0). • 

4 The dual routing function 

The dual process, with transition rates (3.1), is related to the primal process, with 
transition rates (2.3), through the functions t/> and (j> only. The dual routing function 
pfj is not related to the primal routing function p,j in the definition of the dual process. 
Therefore, Section 3 defines a collection of dual processes for a collection of primal 
processes. In this section, based on the potential interpretation of the transition 
rates, the dual routing function pfj is related to the primal routing function p,j for a 
specific choice of this primal routing function. In Example 4.1 and Example 4.2, a 
state of the dual process is chosen to represent a customer configuration, whereas in 
Example 4.3 and Example 4.4, a state of the dual process represents the configuration 
of vacancies or holes. 

Throughout this section, assume that for all m E Sd 

Pij(m) = Pijl(fn + e,-,m + e,- G S). 

Furthermore, when the queueing network is open assume that, for M < co, Mi E 
N0, z = l , . . . , iV, 

N 

S = {n E N?\Y,ni < M, m> Mh i = l,...,N}, 
t = i 

with dual state space given by 

N 

Sd = {n e N?\J2m < M- 1, rn>Mi, i = l,...,N}. 

If qd(rn,rn?) > 0 for all fn,rn' = m + e,- — e,- G Sd, i,j G N, then 
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S~ = S \ In e N^\Y^rii = M and n,- = Af; for some i € { 1 , . . . , N} \ . (4.1) 

If Af = oo then S~ = S = Sd. However, as will be shown below, for the dual process 
to satisfy the dual traffic equations (3.3) at the boundary of Sd, in most examples, 
it must be assumed that <f(m,m!) = 0. Thus, in most cases, S~ C S. When the 
queueing network is closed assume that, for Af < oo, Af,- € No, i = 1 , . . . ,iV, 

N 

S = {n e A ^ | J > < = Af, n< > Af,-, i = 1 , . . . , JV}, 
t = i 

in which case the dual state space is given by 

N 
Sd = { n e J V 0

N | J > , = A f - l , ni>Mi, i = l,...,N}. 
t = i 

If qd(rn,rn') > 0 for all rn,m' G 5^, ij € J\f then 

S~ = S\{n€ S\ni = Mi for some i € { 1 , . . . , N}} C S. (4.2) 

Assume that a positive solution { c ; } ^ exists to the traffic equations. In the open 
network case they read 

N 

E {WH ~ HPji} = 0, i = 1 , . . . , iV, 7o = 1, (4.3) 

and in the closed network case 

N 

E {7iP.i ~ IjPji) = 0, i = 1, • • •, N. (4.4) 

Then, from Lemma 2.3, -X" allows an invariant measure $ at S given by 

Hn) = <f>(n)Ylcn
k",neS. 

Jt=i 

Under these assumptions, the transition rates for the dual process will be given for 
four different cases. In all of these cases, due to a refinement of the site potential 
difference, the site potential difference Dfj for the dual process is related to the site 
potential difference Dij for the primal process. This relation is then used to express 
pfj as function of p,j. To this end, recall (2.13) and the defmition d = —loge,-, 
i = 1 , . . . , N, as given in Interpretation 2.7. 
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_ n — 2e; + e,-
n - et- . J 

_ , n — 2e,- -f- 2e,-
_ n — ej + e,- J 

n 3 

m + e,- _ 
m + e,- — . o 

J m + 2ej — e; 

m + ej — e,-

Figure 2. Similar transitions for the primal and the dual process (m = n — e,). 

4.1 Similar transitions 

This example compares a transition n —+ n — e,- —• n — e,- + ej for the primal process to 
a transition m —*rn + ej —+rn + ej — e,- for the dual process, as depicted in Figure 2, 
where in both cases a unit is transferred from queue i to queue j . Assume the 
following transition mechanism for the primal process. Firstly, a customer is released 
from queue i according to the global potential difference, but this customer remains 
in the vicinity of queue i. The global state is changed into n — e,-, representing the 
customer configuration of the customers remaining at the queues, with one customer 
released into the queueing network. Secondly, the customer is released from the 
vicinity of queue i and routed to queue j according to the site potential difference 
Dij(n — ei). From the transition mechanism above, it is natural for the dual states 
to represent customer configurations. A state for the dual process represents the 
customer configuration at the queues of the network, but with one customer that is 
not attached to a specific queue, i.e. a customer in transit from one queue to another. 
This gives the following transition mechanism for the dual process. Firstly, according 
to the global potential difference, the free moving customer is captured in the vicinity 
of queue j . Secondly, according to the site potential difference Dfj(m+ej) a customer 
is released from queue i and the customer near queue j actually enters the queue. In 
the new state, m + ej — e,-, one customer is moving freely among the queues. Note 
that, for both the primal and the dual process, a customer is routed from queue i to 
queue j . However, for the primal process a customer must overcome the site potential 
£; for leaving the vicinity of queue i to become a free moving customer that can be 
routed to queue j , whereas for the dual process a customer must overcome the site 
potential —Q for entering queue j and thus allowing a customer to be released from 
queue i. Therefore, the following relation for the site potential difference for the 
primal and dual process can be deduced: 

Dfj(m + ej) = -£• - (5 + Dij{m)t ij E M. (4.5) 
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For the routing function this implies 

Pij(n) = °iciPih neS , i,j e Jf. (4.6) 

If the primal process is reversible, i.e. the solution { c , } ^ to the traffic equations (4.3), 
(4.4) satisfies 

CiPij^CjPji, i,j €JV, 

then for the dual routing function defined in (4.6), where S~ is given in (4.1), (4.2), 
the coefficients { c , } ^ solve (3.3). Therefore, Lemma 3.3 implies that the dual process 
allows an invariant measure \P at Sd given by 

N 

tf (m) = V(m) I J c£"=, m G Sd. (4.7) 
Jt=i 

However, if the primal process is non-reversible, for the dual process to possess a 
positive solution to (3.3) the dual routing function (4.6) must be modified to 

nd ,-\ _ ƒ CiCjPij if n-fc > Mk, k = l,...,N, i,j € JV . . 
PijW ~ | 0 otherwise. ^ ' ö j 

When the primal process represents a closed queueing network (4.8) is identical 
to (4.6) and S~ is given in (4.2), however, when the primal process represents an 
open queueing network (4.8) corresponds to (4.6) with S~ as given in (4.1) repiaced 
by 

N 

S~ = {n e N^\ Y,n< <M,nk>Mk,k = l,...,N}. (4.9) 

For pdj as given in (4.8) the coefficients {c, -}^ solve (3.3) and the dual process allows 
an invariant measure $ as given in (4.7) above. Note that (4.7) is in agreement with 
the interpretation of the states of the dual process given above since (4.7) expresses 
the potential of the customer configuration m. 

The modification (4.8) of the dual routing function pdj as given in (4.6) for a 
non-reversible primal process is not in conflict with the derivation of (4.6) since the 
potential interpretation of the transition rates is valid if the process is reversible only. 
The blocking protocol introduced in (4.8) is the protocol dual to the stop protocol for 
primal processes (cf. Remark 2.4) and will be discussed in Example 6.3. 

An interesting observation for routing functions related through (4.6), i.e. for a 
reversible primal process, is stated in the following lemma, where the probability flow 
from queue i to queue j for the primal and the dual process is compared. As both 
the primal and the dual process describe the evolution of customer configurations in 
a queueing network, it seems natural to assume that the probability flow between 
queues for the primal process and the dual process must match. In many examples, 
however, this may not be the case. 

Lemma 4.1 If S~ = S and (4-6) holds, then 
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Eqf^Eqa, ij e Af, 

if and only if 

£ < K n ) f K * = £ V(m)IIcr , 
n£S fe=l m€Sd *=1 

i.e. B = Bd for the appropriate definition of the normalizing constants for the primal 
and the dual process. 

Proof If (4.6) holds, then comparison of (2.11) and (3.4) gives 

Eqij^Eqfj, iJZtf 

if and only if 

B £ v(M)ciPij(m) = B*Y: m^ptm 

with B and Bd as defined in Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 3.2, respectively. • 

4.2 Similar subtransitions 
In the previous example, a transition ra —»• ra+e,- — e,- for the dual process is compared 
to a transition n —* ra — e<; + ej for the primal process. Although this seems to be a 
natural way to obtain the routing function for the dual process, the subtransitions 
corresponding to D^ and Dfj do not match. In fact, in the previous example, the 
subtransitions n — e; —* n — e,- + ej and m + ej —» rn-\- ej — e,- are compared. As can be 
seen from Figure 3, the subtransition corresponding to m+ey —*• rn+ej—e,- for the dual 
process is the subtransition n — ej + e,- —* n—2e, + ej for the primal process. However, 
this subtransition cannot occur as a consequence of a site potential difference for 
the primal process, since upwards subtransitions correspond to a global potential 
difference. Therefore, the subtransition m+ej —> m+ej — e,- as a part of the transition 
ra —> m + ej —> ra + tj — e; for the dual process is compared to the subtransition 
n—2e;+ej —> n—ei+ej as apart of the transition n—2ei+2ej —> ra—2e,+ej —»• ra—e,+ej 
for the primal process. Similar to Example 4.1, in the primal process a customer must 
overcome the site potential Q for leaving the vicinity of queue j , whereas in the dual 
process a customers must overcome the site potential —Q for entering queue j . This 
implies for the site potential differences, that 

Dfj{m + ej) = -2C; + Dji(n - 2e,- + e,-), i,j G jV, 

which results in the following relation for the routing functions: 

pdj(n) = c2jPji, ra € S~, ij G M. (4.10) 

If the primal process is reversible (4.10) is equivalent to (4.6), however, if the primal 
process is non-reversible the modified version of (4.10) 
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n 

m + ei _ . 
. m + ej m + 2e j — e,-

m + ej — e,-

Figure 3. Similar subtransitions for the primal and the dual process (rn = n — ei). 

Pi^n) ~ \ 0 otherwise. ^'il) 

cannot be identified to (4.8). Therefore, in my opinion, the derivation of both (4.8) 
and (4.11) via reversible processes is justified. Similar to the previous example, {CJ}^ 1 

solves (3.3), thus $ as given in (4.7) is an invariant measure for the dual process. 

4.3 Similar transitions; reversed potential 

As a direct consequence of the transition mechanism for the primal process, the 
previous examples assume that a state for the dual process represents a customer 
configuration. However, a state for the dual process may also be interpreted as 
representing the configuration of vacancies. To this end, reconsider the transition 
mechanism for the primal process as described in Example 4.1 and Figure 2. In a 
transition n —* n — e,- —• n — e,- + £j first a customer leaves queue i, or equivalently a 
vacancy is created at queue i. For the dual process, in a transition m —* rn + ej —+ 
m + ej — ei first a unit is created at queue j . Therefore, it seems natural to identify 
a unit in the dual process with a vacancy or hole in the primal process. As the site 
potential of a vacancy must be the reversed of the site potential of a customer, in 
the site potential interpretation the identification of a unit for the dual process to 
a vacancy corresponds to an additional site potential Q instead of the —Q in the 
derivation of (4.5) in Example 4.1. If, when routing, a unit for the dual process 
behaves similar to a unit for the primal process, the site potential relation (4.5) must 
be replaced by 

Dij(m + ej) = -d + 0 + Dijim), i,j e JV. 

For the routing function this implies 

Pui™) = " P ' i ' " G 5 _ ' *»J G M. 
Cj 
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Similar to Example 4.1 for a non-reversible primal process the dual routing function 
must be modified to 

Ci 
df-s f -Pa lf 

{ o ot: 

nk> Mk, k = l,...,N, i,j € jV 
PI' " " . . 

otherwise. 
By insertion of the dual routing function pfj into (3.3), d,- = £-, i = l , . . . , iV, is 
a solution to (3.3). Therefore, Lemma 3.3 implies that the dual process allows an 
invariant measure \P at Sd given by 

N f 1 \ m* 
tf <m) = V>(m) I I ( - ) ,rneSd. (4.12) 

fc=i ^ c * ' 

4.4 Similar subtransitions; reversed potential 

By analogy with Example 4.2, the subtransitions depicted in Figure 3 may be com-
pared in the case described in Example 4.3. If the primal process is reversible, this 
implies for the dual routing function 

Pij{*)=Pji, neS-, (4.13) 

where S~ is defined in (4.1), (4.2). If the primal process is non-reversible, S~ as 
specified above must, in the open network case, be modified to (4.9). For pfj thus 
defined the dual process allows an invariant measure \& at Sd given in (4.12). Note 
that (4.12) is in agreement with the interpretation of the states of the dual process 
since (4.12) expresses the potential of a vacancy configuration m. 

The relation between the primal routing function and the dual routing func
tion (4.13) may also be interpreted directly as follows. If a customer routes from 
queue j to queue i in the primal process then an additional vacancy is created at 
queue j and a vacancy is deleted at queue i, i.e. a vacancy routes from queue i to 
queue j . Therefore, the dual routing function must be related to the primal routing 
function as given in (4.13). 

A natural analog of Lemma 4.1 is the following lemma where the probability flow 
for a reversible primal process is related to the probability flow for the dual process. 
It seems natural to assume that the probability flow for customers in the primal 
process and the probability flow for vacancies in the dual process must match, i.e. to 
assume that Eqfj = Eqji. In many examples, however, this may not be the case. 

Lemma 4.2 If S~ = S and (4-13) holds, then 

Eqf^Eqji, i,jeM, 

if and only if 
N N f 1 \ m* 

£«K*)IKfc= E<Km)nG-) , 
i.e. B = Bd for the appropriate definition of the normalizing constants for the primal 
and the dual process. 

Pro of Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.1. • 
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5 Relat ion bet ween primal and dual process 
For the primal process introduced in Section 2, a collection of dual processes is in-
troduced in Section 3. Based on a refmement of the potential interpretation of the 
transition rates given in Interpretation 2.7, Section 4 gives some examples of dual 
processes with transition rates completely determined by the transition rates of the 
primal process. Although the dual process is completely determined by the primal 
process, in general, the primal process and corresponding dual process do not describe 
the same physical system (queueing network). The following definition of primal and 
dual processes may therefore be considered. 

A primal process is a process for which a transition n —* n — e; + e,- passes 
through n — e{, i.e. first a unit is deleted at queue i and then a unit is 
created at queue j . 

A dual process is a process for which a transition n —» nT — et; + e,- passes 
through rï + ej, i.e. first a unit is created at queue j and then a unit is 
deleted at queue i. 

A dual process corresponding to a given primal process is a dual process 
with transition rates completely determined by the primal process and a 
primal process corresponding to a given dual process is a primal process 
with transition rates completely determined by the dual process. 

The dual processes given in Section 4 are examples of dual processes corresponding 
to the primal process given in Section 2. In practical cases, it may be desirable 
for the dual process corresponding to a given primal process to describe the same 
physical system. The problem of probability flow between queues being identical is 
considered in Lemmata 4.1 and 4.2. For a dual process to correspond to a primal 
process the most obvious condition, however, is that the probability flow between 
states is identical. This problem is considered in Section 5.1 below. 

Remark 2.6 mentions that the equilibrium distribution of the dual process repre-
sents the probability that a transition for the primal process passes through a dual 
state. This will be formalized in Section 5.2, where the Palm probabilities associated 
with the jumps of the primal process are studied. Finally, the results of Section 5.1 
and Section 5.2 are combined in the last part of Section 5.2, where a theorem similar 
to the arrival theorem is proven. 

Throughout this section, assume that the primal process X is stationary and 
irreducible with unique stationary distribution ir at S. Furthermore, assume that 
a positive solution { c , } ^ to (2.9) exists, where £jeAfPij{™) — 1? f° r a u '* C N-> 
m € Sd. 

5.1 Equal probability flow 

For a dual process to correspond to a primal process, the most obvious condition on 
the transition rates of the dual process is that the probability flow between states 
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of the dual process is induced by the probability flow between states of the primal 
process. To this end, reconsider Figure 1. If the dual process possesses an equilibrium 
distribution 7rd, then the probabiHty flow from state m to state m + e,- — e* for the 
dual process is given by 

Kd(rn)qd(m,m + ej — e*). 

For the primal process, this probability flow is induced by the probability flow from 
state m + e,- to state m + ej — e* + e/. Thus, the probabiHty flow from state rn to 
state rn + ej — e* in the primal process is given by 

52 ir(m + ei)q(fn + ei,m + ej)q(fn + ej,fn + ej - ek + e{). 
«VeJV 

As the global part of the transition rates for the dual process is determined in the 
definition, (3.1), the dual routing function pdj must be determined such that these 
flows match. 

Theorem 5.1 The dual routing function is form, rïï+ej — e+ G Sd, i,j G Af given 
by 

B tj>(m)ij>{m + ej - e^ £j fck\
mk+SkJ 

Pij(m+ej) = < 

il ft (CJLX „ 
B* m+*iï H W 3

 ( 5. 1 } 
if3r,s G Af such that prj(m) > 0, p,s(m -f ej — e,) > 0, 

0 otherwise, 

where d{ > 0, i = 1 , . . . ,N, and 

0 < [F*]"1 = £ t/>(m) I J «£* < oo, (5.2) 
m€S d k=l 

if and only if the dual process is an irreducible Markov chain with unique equilibrium 
distribution ird at Sd given by 

N 

ird(m) = Bd^{m) U ^ . ï f f e Sd, (5.3) 
k=\ 

and the probability flow from state m G Sd to state ra + ej — ek G Sd is the same for 
both the dual process and the primal process for all rö € Sd, j , k € Af, i.e. 

Trd(m)qd(m,m+ej—ek) = Yl x(Tn+ei)q(m+ei,rn+ej)q(rn+ej,m+ej-ek+ei).(5A) 

P r o of For rn,ni? G Sd there exist io,ii,jo,ji such that m + e,0,ra + e;1,ra' + e,0,ra' + 
ejj G S and such that q(m + e,0,m + e t l) > 0, q(m? + ej0,m' + e,^) > 0. As X is 
irreducible, there exists a sequence of states nb,ni,W2»- • • ,fïjt-2>ra*-i>*ï* £ S such 
that q(ni,Tïi+i) > 0> » = 0 , . . . , A; — 1, and n0 = fn+e;0, nx = rö+ e,-,, nfc_i = m' + ej0, 
n* = rn! + e^. Define m,- = n,_x — (n,-! — n,)+ , t = 1 , . . . , k — 1, where ü4" denotes the 
vector v with all non-positive entries replaced by zero. Then m,- G Sd, i = 1 , . . . , fc—1. 
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From (5.1), pfj(Tn + ej) > 0 for all i, j 6 JV, m,rïï+ej — ei G Sd. This implies for the 
sequence röi,... ,nü_i G Sd that gd(m,-,m,+i) > 0, i = 1 , . . . , k — 1. Since m = mi 
and m' = tük-i this imphes that -X"d is irreducible. Insertion of (5.1) into (3.3) gives 
that {d,-}£Li is a positive solution of (3.3). Therefore, from Lemma 3.3 and (5.2), 
ird as given in (5.3) is the unique equilibrium distribution of the dual process. From 
Lemma 2.3,7r(n) = B<f>(n) OJtLi CT- Insertion of x, itd and the transition rates q, qd 

into (5.4), immediately gives in the non-trivial case (i.e. pdj(rn + ej) > 0) for the 
right-hand side of (5.4) 

Y^ n(rn + ei)q(m + e,-, fn + ej)q(m + ej, ra + e,- — e* + e/) 

(2.3),(2.s) v-i D T T + 5 . ., . / — ^ ( " ï + e j - e f c ) 
- 22 BUck ^("OftiM ' >fcKm + ej - efc) 

,W fc-1 0(m + e i ) 

(?f) D . / . / ^ TT jnk+skj^(m + ej - ek) 

^ ( m ) S C f c tfW+e,) ' 
and for the left-hand side of (5.4) 

7rd(m)gd(ra,ra + e,- — e*) 

= ^(m)fl^^±^<(- + ̂ ) 
fc=i V>(m) 

JT=I •PI771 + e i ) *=i ^ d * 7 

which immediately estabhshes (5.4). 
To prove the reversed statement, firstly note that (5.3) implies (5.2). Secondly, 

if for m,m + ej — e* 6 Sd it is not the case that 3r,s G M such that prj(rn) > 0 
and Pfcs("ï+ ej — e/t) > 0 then the right-hand side of (5.4) equals zero. Thus, since 
7rd(m) > 0, ij>, <j> > 0 it must be the case that pdj(fn+ej) = 0. Thirdly, if such r,s G M 
do exist then insertion of 7r, 7rd, 9 as given in (2.3) and qd as given in (3.1) into (5.4) 
gives, similarly to the derivation of (5.4) above, that the dual routing function has 
the form given in (5.1). E 

If the dual routing function has the form (5.1), then the transition rates of the dual 
process have the form 

d, , v Bil>(m+ej-ei)£ fck\^+s"J J 

q (m,m + c. _ ei) = _ _ _ _ _ JJ (_. j dj, 
A similar observation is made in [2] for the case of a reversible process with rf,- = c,-, 
where it is stated that q(rn, ra+e,—e,) oc ^)iï£+~V' is dual to q(n,n—e.+ej) oc ^^ • 
From the viewpoint of equal probability flow, it seems more logical to give as a 
definition for the dual transition rates 
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d( , \ V>(m + e,- - e,) d 

q (m,m + e, - e,) = , / — ^ x Pij(m + ei)- (5-5) 

However, in Section 3 the dual process is introduced via the potential interpretation 
of the transition rates. In this case, it is more natural to give the form (3.1) for the 
transition rates for the dual process as this form explicitly states that a dual transition 
from state ro to state m+e,- — e< passes through state rn+e^. This makes the relation 
between the primal process and the dual process a symmetrical relation as can be 
seen when comparing Lemma 2.3 to Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 2.5 to Lemma 3.5. Then, 
the form (5.5) appears as a consequence of the specific assumption (5.4) guaranteeing 
equal probability flow between states. Note that a theorem similar to Theorem 5.1 
above in which the primal routing function is related to the dual routing function for 
a given form of the dual routing function can easily be formulated. 

5.2 Palm probabilities 

Each type of transition n —• W (n ^ ff) for X can be associated with a subset H 
of S x S \ diag(5 x S). For example, a transition in which a customer moves from 
queue i to queue j corresponds to 

Hij = (J {(m + e;, m + e,-), rn + e,-, m + ej € S} , ij G N, (5.6) 
m€Sd 

Let NJJ be the process counting the fT-transitions of X. Assume that (5.2) holds for 
di = Ci, i = 1 , . . . , N, then for all H C S x S \ diag(5' x S) 

0 < ^2 *"(«)?("» "0 < °° 

and the Palm probability PJJ associated with NH can be defined. The Palm proba
bility of the event C given that an ^-transition occurs is given by (cf. [1]) 

E(ü,n')€i77r(nMn>"0 

For example, the probability that the unmoved customers are in state fn when a 
customer moves from queue i to queue j is given by P«j(m) = -Pff0({"ï+ ei,ra + e,,}). 
Direct computation gives the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.2 (Palm probabilities) 
1. The probability that the unmoved customers are in state fn G Sd when a cus

tomer moves from queue i to queue j , i,j €. N" is given by 

lZm€S"^{m)Pij{m) 

2. The probability that the unmoved customers are in state rn G Sd when a cus
tomer leaves queue i or enters queue i, i G N, is given by 
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Ismes* v(.m) 

For convenience, the exterior is regarded as queue O, and 

*(m) = ^ ( m ) n c r . 
fc=l 

Proof The proof of the statements of the Theorem consists of specifying the appro-
priate sets H and C C H. 

1. H represents the transitions in which a customer moves from queue i to queue j , 
i.e. H = Hij as given in (5.6) and C represents the transition m + e,- —* m -f e,-, 
i.e. C = Cij(m) = {(m + e,-,m + ej)}. This gives 

p..t—\ — ?r(m + ej)q(m + et-, m + ej) 

'J Eme5" *(«* + Ci)«(n» + e<, ra -f ej) 
B^(m)ng.icT>ca>0-(w) 

_ y(m)pij(m) 

Emes*y{™)Pij(™)' 

2. If H represents the transitions in which a customer leaves queue i and C rep
resents the transitions in which a customer leaves queue i in state ra + e,-, then 
H = \JjztfHij and C = UjetfCiji™)- This immediately gives P,(m). If Jï 
represents the transitions in which a customer enters queue i and C repre
sents the transitions in which a customer enters queue i to state ra -f e,-, then 
H = \JjztfHji and C = \}j^Cji{rn). This immediately gives 

EjgA/" irj™ + ei)g(ra + ejVra + e,-) 

EjeAf Emgs<< v(m + ej)q(m + ej, m + e,) 

V ' ( m ) n L 1 c r E J ^ c j P j , ( m ) 

(2^9) ^(m)Ej€Arc,P,i(m) 

Em€S" ^(™) EjgAf CiPij{™) 

EmgS«*(™)* D 

Intuitively, there seems to be a discrepancy between (5.7) and (5.8) as (5.7) and (5.8) 
should be such that Ejgjv-

 AJ'C"*)
 = -PfC"*)' However, Pij(rn) expresses the probability 

that the unmoved customers are in state ra when a customer moves from queue i to 
queue j and not the probabiHty that the unmoved customers are in state ra when 
a customer moves from queue i to queue j given that a customer leaves queue i. 
Therefore, there is no discrepancy. For completeness, the following theorem considers 
the probabilities mentioned above. 

Pi(m) = 
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Theorem 5.3 (Palm probabilities) The probability that the unmoved customers 
are in state fn € Sd and a transition from queue i to queue j , i,j 6 N, occurs when 
a customer leaves queue i, i € Af, is given by 

ÏZmes* W(m) 

and the probability that the unmoved customers are in state fn £ Sd and a transition 
from queue i to queue j , i,j € Af, occurs when a customer enters queue j , j 6 Af, is 
given by 

Pj{m, i->j) = -= J rc,_ v , meS , ij € Af. 

Proof ïf H represents the transitions in which a customer leaves queue i and C 
represents the transition from state m + et- to state m -f- tj then H = UjgAT Hij and 
C = Cij(rn). This immediately gives Pi(m,i —*• j). K H represents the transitions in 
which a customer enters queue j and C represents the transition from state m + e,-
to state fn + ej then H = Ut€,V-^«j an<^ C ~ Qjipï)- This gives 

p , m • _^ .v = ^(m + cQ^m + e^m + ej) 
J ' Ei6AT Em€5<* < ™ + eiMm + e,-, m + e,-) 

V'(m)nLiCr*c tp,i(m) 

Ernes" ^("*) I ï L i <%" EieAf «ïFtf ("*) 
(2^) \ f (m)cjp t j (m) 

The Palm probability P#(m) is the probability that when an ^-transition occurs 
a customer sees the other customers in state m 6 5"̂ . For example, P,j(ra) is the 
probability that a customer in transit from queue i to queue j sees the non-moving 
customers in state m € Sd. The state observed by a customer in transit is a dual state 
representing the customer configuration at the queues with one customer in transit. 
The global potential of the state observed by a customer in transit may be influenced 
by this customer. Therefore, the distribution seen by a customer in transit does not 
necessarily correspond to the equilibrium distribution of the queueing network with 
this customer removed. From Theorem 5.2 above, in some cases Pff(m) = Kd{m), rh~ E 
Sd, the equilibrium distribution of the dual process. This distribution is independent 
of the customer in transit. In those cases, arrivals see time averages (ASTA) as 
expressed by (5.8) and moving customers (units) see time averages (MUSTA) as 
expressed by (5.7). This is formalized in the following variant of the arrival theorem. 

Theorem 5.4 (Arrival Theorem) Consider a stationary Markov chain X with 
transition rates (2.3) such that a positive solution {ci]f=\ to (2.9) exists. The dis
tribution observed by a customer arriving at a queue or departing from a queue is 
given by Kd as given in (5.3) with di = ct-, i = 1 , . . . , N. If, for i,j € Af', Pijijn) is 
independent offïï then the distribution observed by a customer in transit from queue i 
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to queue j is given by ie as specified above. Moreover, if moving customers (arriv-
ing at a queue, departing from a queue or in transit between queues) observe icd, the 
evolution of the states observed by the moving customers is given by the dual process 
Xd with transition rates 

B %l)(rn + Cj — e,) 
W <f>(m+ej) °j' 

if3r,s G Af such that prj(ïn) > O, Pis{rn + tj — e;) > O, 
O otherwise, 

qa(m,m+ej-ei) = { 

Proof From Theorem 5.2, ird is the distribution observed by a moving customer in 
the cases specified in the theorem. The transition rates of the process describing the 
evolution of the states observed by the customers in transit must be such that the 
probability flow from state m 6 Sd to state rff € Sd is completely determined by 
the probability flow for X. As the equilibrium distribution of the process describ
ing the evolution of the states observed by the customers in transit is given by ird, 
Theorem 5.1 gives the last statement of the theorem. • 

Remark 5.5 (Markov chain; dual process) Note that, by definition, the dual 
process is a Markov chain. As is shown in Theorem 5.4, the evolution of states as 
observed by a moving customer can be described by the dual process. However, 
as can immediately be seen by observing a sequence of transitions n —* n — e; —*• 
n — e,• + e, —> n — e,- + ej — e* —> n — e,- + e,- — e* + e/, as depicted in Figure 1, 
the transition probability from state n — e,- to state n — e,• + e, — e* must depend on 
n as the routing probability pij(n — e,) for the first part of the transition sequence 
depends on n. Therefore, for the primal process, the evolution of states as observed 
by a moving customer is not a Markov chain. Thus, the dual process is a Markov 
chain constructed such that it describes the evolution of the states as observed by a 
moving customer. ü 

Remark 5.6 (Literature) The arrival theorem is discussed by various authors (cf. 
[8], [13] and the references therein). Recently, for queueing networks with transition 
rates similar to (2.3), the arrival theorem is discussed in [6] for batch routing networks 
with transition rates discussed in Remark 2.8 and in [9] MUSTA is defined and proven. 
However, all authors assume ip = (f> when considering the arrival theorem, also when 
this is not necessary in the proof (cf. [6]). The motivation for this specific choice, 
ij) = <f>, is that the distribution seen by a moving customer must be identical to the 
equilibrium distribution of the queueing network with one customer removed. In 
my opinion, as I discussed in the preamble of Theorem 5.4, this assumption is not 
necessary. This is a direct consequence of the potential interpretation of the primal 
and dual process. A moving customer may influence the connguration potential of 
the state it observes. This influence is taken into account in rj). If xj) — <f>, a moving 
customer does not influence the connguration potential of the state it observes. In 
this case, the first part of Theorem 5.4 reduces to the well-known version of the arrival 
theorem. To the best of my knowledge, the second part of Theorem 5.4 is new, in that 
the process describing the evolution of the states observed by the moving customers is 
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not described in the literature. The appearance of this process is a direct consequence 
of the introduction of the dual process in Section 3. O 

6 Examples and general remarks 

This section gives some theoretical examples and some general remarks on the relation 
between the primal and the dual process. Firstly, in Example 6.1, the symmetrical 
relation between the primal and the dual process as discussed in Section 3, where 
Lemmata 2.3 and 2.5 are compared to Lemmata 3.3 and 3.5, is shown to be related 
to the relation between the primal and dual problem in linear programming. This 
justifies the name dual process given to the process introduced in Definition 3.1. Sec-
ondly, in Example 6.2, in the special case where the routing is state independent, 
it is shown that the traffic equations are a consequence of the transition rates and 
product form equilibrium distribution. Thirdly, in Examples 6.3 - 6.6, the transi
tion rates and state spaces for the primal and dual process are discussed. Fourth, 
in Section 6.7, some comments on batch servicing and batch routing networks are 
given. These comments are used in Section 6.8 to explain the discrepancy between 
continuous-time and discrete-time results. Finally, Section 6.9 discusses customer-
vacancy duality as reported in the literature. 

6.1 Complementary slackness relations 

This section gives a motivation for the name dual process for the process introduced 
in Definition 3.1. To this end, reconsider Definition 2.1 and Lemma 2.3. In the 
definition of the dual state space specific knowledge of the transition rates of the 
primal process is used (m € Sd only if 3i,j € Af such that q(rn + e,-,m + e,) > 0). 
This knowledge is not strictly necessary, it merely makes the introduction of the dual 
process more elegant. Therefore, the dual state space may be replaced by S* defined 
as 

S* = {m € N£\3i,j € Af : m + e;,m + e, G S}. 

Moreover, the assumption ^>(m) > 0 is not necessary. ^ may be replaced by tp : 
S* —• R+ U {0}. Furthermore, p^ may be defined as ptJ- : S* —• i2+ U {0} (also see 
Remark 2.4). With these relaxed assumptions, Lemma 2.3 must be replaced by the 
following lemma. 

Lemma 6.1 X allows an invariant measure $ at S, given by 

if for alln^S the coefficients { c , } ^ are a non-negative ((^ > 0 for all i) solution 
of 
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S HPij(n - e«) - 7iPi«(« - e,)} = 0, ie Af, 70 = 1, (6.1) 

for all n — e,- G 5* suc/i £Aa£ ̂ >(n — e,) > 0. 

The proof of Lemma 6.1 is identical to the proof of Lemma 2.3. The motivation for 
the last equality in the proof of Lemma 2.3 is changed. This equality is obtained 
since for fixed n € S, Af can be divided into Af+ = {i G Af\ij)(n — e,) > 0} and 
•A/*o = {i € Af\^{n — e,) = 0}. At Af+ (6.1) holds and thus the last equality in the 
proof of Lemma 2.3 is obtained. 

For 6, the zero-vector, c defined as [c]j = c,-, P{n) defined as [P(n)]„ = Pij(n — e,), 
¥ (n ) defined as [¥(«)]< = ^(n - e,)njfcLi c**~*fcS i,j € AT, (2.10) can be written 

¥ (n) • (6 - SP(?T)) = 0, (6.2) 

where • denotes inner product. (6.2) is valid since either [^(n)],- = 0 or [(6—cP(n))],- = 
0. Therefore, (6.2) resembles a complementary slackness relation from linear program-
ming (cf. [10]), where ^(n) is the optimal solution of a dual problem and cP(n) < b is 
the feasibility condition for the primal problem. Therefore, the process with invariant 
measure ^»(m) ]~IjfcLi <%* is called a dual process. 

The relaxation of the assumptions stated in Section 2 to the form stated above 
creates a lot of difficulties when introducing the dual process. Although it is possi-
ble to use the relaxed assumptions, I have chosen to include all the assumptions of 
Section 2 on the transition rates, i.e. on Sd, Vs <f> and ptJ- thus making the theory and 
the introduction of the dual process very transparent. 

6.2 TrafRc equations 

In general, the reversed statement of Lemma 2.3, i.e. if $ as given in (2.8) is an 
invariant measure at S then the coefficients {c,-}£L:i a r e a positive solution to (2.9), is 
not true. However, if the routing function does not depend on the state, i.e. if 

Pij{rn) = p^, ij € M, rn € Sd, (6.3) 

then, from Lemma 2.5, the expected equilibrium rate from queue i to queue j is given 
by 

B 
Eqij = -jpCiPij, i,j E Af. 

Clearly, in equilibrium, the probability flow for departures from queue i must equal 
the probability flow for arrivals to queue i, i.e. 

^ Eqij = X: Eqjt, i£ Af. 
j€JV j'gA/" 

As the expected equilibrium rate from queue i to queue j must be a non-negative 
number, with this specific choice for the routing function, the reversed statement of 
Lemma 2.3 is proven. If the process is reversible, assumption (6.3) is not necessary. In 
this case, for a general routing function pfJ(m), the reversed statement of Lemma 2.3 
can be proven (cf. [2]). 
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6.3 Blocking examples 

This example shows that the dual state space depends on the blocking protocol. 
To this end, consider an open tivo station queueing network with finite capacity 
constraints on the number of customers in the queues and in the systern. If Mi, M2 

customers are allowed at queue 1,2, respectively and M < Mi + M2 customers are 
allowed in the system, the state space S for this process is given by 

S = {n € N% K ^ Mu n2 < Afa, nx + n2 < M} . 

If all transitions n —> n — e,• + e,- within S are allowed, the dual state space Sd is given 
by 

Sd = {ra G JV |̂n»i < Mi, m2 < M2, m1 + m2<M - 1}. 

Dualizing back using the first backward duahzing method as described in Remark 3.6 
gives under the assumption that all transitions ra —• ra + e,- — e,- within Sd are allowed 

S~ = S, 

as can easily be seen from the definition (3.5) of S~. 
Assume that the primal routing function Pijirn) is state independent, i.e. p,j(ra) = 

Pij for all ra € Sd. Then, unless X is reversible, X does not posses a product form 
equilibrium distribution. For a product form equilibrium distribution to exist, a spe
cial blocking protocol must be used for blocking certain transitions near the boundary 
of S. To this end, consider the stop protocol, also referred to as communication block
ing (cf. [11]). In the stop protocol, if one queue reaches its limit all other queues 
are stopped and customers are not allowed to enter the queueing network. Graphi-
cally, this protocol can easily be explained. To this end, consider the primal traffic 
equations (2.9): 

E fo'Py ("») ~ 7iPji("»)} = 0, * 6 M. (6.4) 
J6./V 

For each i G JV, m 6 Sd, (6.4) states that the flow for transitions in which a customer 
leaves queue i (J2j CiPij) balances with the flow for transitions in which a customer 
enters queue i (J2j CjPji). For fixed m this is visualized in Figure 4, where for i € Af 
these flows are depicted. As pij(m) = p(rn + e,-,?n + ej) is independent of ra, for all 
ra flows are balanced in exactly the same way. But if ra, ra + ei £ S, ra + e2 ^ S, i.e. 
if rn2 = M2, transitions ra+-*m~+e2, ra + ei <->ra + e2 are prohibited. Therefore, 
for the flow balance not to be disturbed, also the transitions ra <-» ra + ei must be 
blocked. A similar argument holds if rai = Mi. The blocking protocol prohibiting 
the transitions ra <-+ ra + e\ if ra2 = M2 and ra «-»• ra + e2 if rai = Mi is called the 
stop protocol. If the stop protocol is used the dual state space Sd is given by 

Sd = {ra e No |mi < Mi - 1, ra2 < M2 - 1, rai + ra2 < M - 1}. 
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m + e2 ra + e2 m + e2 

m m + ti m m + ei m ra + ei 
i=0 i=l i = 2 

flow out of ra fiow out of ra + ej fiow out of ra + e2 

= flow into ra = flow into ra + ei = fiow into ra + e2 

Figure 4. Balance of flows; primal process. 

n — ei n 

n — e2 

J - O _ 
flow out of n 
= fiow into n 

n — ei n n — ei n 

n — e2 n — e2 

i = 1 _ j = 2 _ 
flow out of n — ei flow out of n — e2 

= flow into n — ei = fiow into n — e2 

Figure 5. Balance of flows; dual process. 

Similar to the assumption on the primal routing function, assume that the dual 
routing function is state independent, i.e. Pij(n) = pfj for all n € S~. Then, for 
the dual process to posses a product form equiiibrium distribution, transitions near 
the boundary of Sd have to be blocked. By contrast with the primal process, where 
transitions near the upper boundary of S have to be blocked, for the dual process to 
allow a product form equiiibrium distribution transitions near the lower boundary of 
Sd must be blocked. To realize this, reconsider the dual traffic equations (3.3): 

t€A/" W i 7« J 

In Figure 5, for fixed n, the balanced flows are depicted. As pdj(n) is independent 
of n, for all n flows are balanced in exactly the same way. Therefore, if n, n — ex € 
Sd, n — e2 0 Sd, i.e. if n2 = 0, transitions n *-* n — e2, n — ei *-*n — e2 are prohibited. 
Therefore, for the flow balance not to be disturbed, the transitions n •-*• n — ei must 
be blocked. A similar argument shows that if Bi = 0 transitions n *-* n — e2 must 
be blocked. The protocol stopping arrivals to and departures from the non-starved 
queues if a queue is starved is called the dual stop protocol. Under the dual stop 
protocol, dualizing back according to the first backward dualizing method gives 

S~ = {n£ A^|0 < ni < Mx - 1, 0 < n2 < M2 - 1, % + n2 < Af}. 
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Clearly, Sd C Sd and S~ C S . Thus, the dual state space depends on the specific 
blocking protocol. 

6.4 Alternative transition rates; intermediate states 

In many practical examples, the form of the transitions (e.g. ra —+ m — e; + e,) and 
the equilibrium distribution are observed only. In these cases the transition rates 
must be determined from these observations. This example gives two alternatives for 
these rates. Moreover, this example gives an alternative justification of Example 4.1. 

Consider a dual process at state space Sd. Then a transition m —• rö+ e,- — e, for 
this process passes through m + tj and the transition rates qd have the form 

qd(fn,m+ej-ei) = ̂ ^-pUm+ej). (6.5) 

In practical situations, however, the intermediate state, ra + ej, is not observed. 
Therefore, a transition ra —> m + e, — ti for a process at Sd could pass through ra — e,-
resulting in transition rates 

qd(rn,m - et- + ej) = . ' p,j(ra - a), (6.6) 

where <j>:S*-^R+, pij : S* - • R+ U {0} and 

S* = {n e Nj*\3i,j € AT, i ^ j -.n + e^n + ej € S"*, q\n + e,-,n + e,) > 0}. 

Assume that the process at iS"* allows an equilibrium distribution ird given by 

N 

7rd(m) = Bdif>{rn) J[ c ^ , m € Sd, 

then the routing function pdj or p,j must be determined such that 7rd satisfies the 
global balance equations (2.4) at Sd. As the routing functions reflect the site potential 
difference and state m + ej contains one customer extra at both queue j and queue i 
when compared to ra — e,-, it is not unnatural to assume 

pdj(m + ej) = CiCjPij(m - e,). 

Then, if the routing is state independent (e.g. p tJ(m — et) = pijl(rn — e,- € 5*)), from 
Example 4.1, {c,}^.! is a solution to (2.9) if and only if it is a solution to (3.3). 

This example shows that, unless specific information on the transition rates is 
available (e.g. speeds, blocking), (6.5) and (6.6) are indistinguishable descriptions of 
the process at Sd. 
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6.5 Alternative transition rates; traffic equations 
Based on the intermediate states, the previous example gives a theoretical argument 
for the identification of a primal and a dual process. However, a more practical 
observation may be the basis of this identification. To this end, consider a process X 
at state space S = {n E. N^] Y^iLi ni = M} with transition rates 

q(n,n - e; + e,-) = pt-py, ij € M. (6.7) 

Furthermore, assume a positive solution { c i } ^ is known to 

YjiWiPü ~ HNPii] = °> 3 G M. 

Consider the dual formulation for X with dual routing function 

Pdj=ViPij, »\j É J V 

and (f> = 1, ip = 1. Since (6.7) is independent of the intermediate state n — e,- or 
n + e,-, the transition rates in the dual formulation are given by (6.7) also. From 
Lemma 3.3, X allows an invariant measure 

N / 1 \ n* 

^)=n(- i) ^e5. 

6.6 Self dual process 

A primal process is called self dual if a dual process corresponding to this primal 
process exists such that the primal process and the dual process are statistically 
indistinguishable. 

Consider a primal process at state space S with transition rates (2.3) and equi
librium distribution ir. Then for the dual process at state space Sd defined in (2.2) 
with transition rates (3.1) and equilibrium distribution ird, the process is self dual if 
and only if 

« Sd = S, 
(ii) qd(n,n + ej — e,) = q(n,n - e; + e,-), n,n — e,- + e, € S, 
(iii) ird(n) = 7r(n), n e S. 

Note that the intermediate states for a dual transition and a primal transition are 
not the same. However, as these dual states are not observed during a transition this 
is not a problem. 

As an illustration consider the following simple example. Consider an open queue-
ing network consisting of N single server queues. The service rate at queue i is m. 
Upon release from queue i a customer is routed to queue j according to the routing 
probability p^. Assume that a positive solution {c,-}^ exists to 

fiPü = 7jPji> *>J e M, 7o = (*o-
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This queueing network can be modeled as a primal process at state space S — NQ 
with transition rates q(n,n — e,- + e,-) = //,p,j, where /xo is the rate of the Poisson 
arrival process to the queueing network. For <f> = 1, tf} = 1 and primal routing 
function py = /j,py the transition rates have the form (2.3). As {fv}£Li *s a positive 
solution to (2.9), for fii > c,-, i = 1 , . . . , iV, the primal process possesses an equilibrium 
distribution ir given by 

7r(n) = i ? n ( ^ r . (6.8) 
jt=i VA*»'/ 

The dual state space for this primal process is Sd = S. Consider the dual process 
with transition rates (3.1) with dual routing function 

Pij=PH> »ii G AT. 

Then {^i}ü1 is a positive solution to (3.3). Thus the dual process allows an invariant 
measure 7rd given in (6.8) and the process is self dual. 

A few remarks on self duality are to be made. Firstly, note that, in general, for 
(i) and (iii) to be valid, it need not be the case that (ii) is satisfied. Moreover, (ii) 
will, in general, not be satisfied. Secondly, trom the above example, it seems to be 
the case that the transition rates for the dual process depend on the specific choice 
for 4>i *l> a-ad Pij. This is not the case. To this end, consider the obvious choice for 
these functions: 

N / 1 \ n * 
<j>(n) = rj){n) = J[ — , p y = p{j. 

In this case, for the process to be self dual, the dual routing function has to be defined 
as 

Pij(F) = PjPiPij, n e S. (6.9) 

6.7 Batch servicing and routing 

This paper introduces the notion of duaüty for stochastic processes in the setting of 
queueing networks in which single changes are allowed only. This notion of duality 
can immediately be generalized to queueing networks in which batch service and 
routing is allowed, however, the analysis will become more complex. Therefore, in 
this paper I have chosen to introducé the notion of duality for stochastic processes 
describing single changes queueing networks only. This section gives some remarks on 
the generalization of the setting in the present paper to queueing networks allowing 
batch servicing and batch routing also. To this end, consider the batch service batch 
routing queueing network as defined in [3]. For 7} = (<7i,... ,<7#) the number of 
customers leaving the queues and <f = (g[,... ,g'N) the number of customers entering 
the queues in a transition, for n, rf = n — g~ + ]? € S the transition rates are (cf. [2], 
[3], [5], 16]) 
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q(n, n - g + g1) = 9 p(g, g'',n-g). 
(f>{n) 

Assume a positive solution { c , } ^ exists to 

E (il Tfpfö 1\ m) - IITÉW, 9; m)\ = 0. (6.10) 
g' l k k ) 

From [3], the process allows an invariant measure $ given by 

Hn) = <f>(n)Jlcn
k",neS. 

k 

The dual state space Sd can immediately be generalized to batch servicing and routing 
queueing networks. Also, the dual process can be defined similar to Definition 3.1. 
The transition rates for the dual process are 

q {m,m+g - g) = p (g,g\m + g). 

Furthermore, if a positive solution { d , } ^ exists to 

E {n (^) Va?,?;™+<n - n (^)%v,*;™+<n]=o, (6.11) 

the dual process allows an invariant measure $ given by 

N 

tf (rö) = 0(m) II C> "»* e Sd-

Thus, for batch servicing and routing queueing networks the dual process can be 
defined. Furthermore, the results of Section 5 can immediately be generalized. 

6.8 Discrete-time queueing networks 
[12] considers a discrete-time queueing network with early arrivals, i.e. arrivals occur 
just af ter the beginning of a time slot, while departures take place just bef ore the 
end of a time slot. The state of the network is the number of customers present at 
the queues at the beginning of a time slot. Thus, for xn — {x\,... ,x^) the number 
of customer present at the beginning of a time slot n, an = ( a x , . . . , o^) the number 
of customers arriving at the queues in time slot n, rfn+i = (d i , . . . ,djv) the number 
of customers departing form the queues in time slot n, the state at the beginning of 
time slot n + 1 is given by 

x n + i = xn + an — dn+i. 
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As arrivals occur before departures, the transition afn —> x n + 1 passes through xn + an. 
In [12] this observation is explicitly used since the probability that departures dn+i 
occur depends on ~xn + an. Thus, the process in [12] is a dual process in the setting 
of the present paper. The primal process corresponding to this dual process is the 
following. Let yn denote the intermediate state of the queueing network in time slot n, 
i.e. the state, of the queueing network between arrivals and departures in time slot n. 
For this process departures occur before arrivals. The evolution of this process is 
given by 

Fn+l =Vn- ^n+1 + ^n+1 • 

Thus the primal process corresponds to late arrivals. 
As this paper considers continuous-time single changes queueing networks only, 

the discrete-time queueing network with batch arrivals described here cannot be mod
eled. However, as is argued in Section 6.7 above, the notion of duality can immediately 
be generalized to a continuous-time model with batch service and batch routing. As 
the notion of duality introduced in this paper seems to be able to explain the difFerence 
between the results obtained in a continuous-time setting and the results obtained 
in a discrete-time setting, it is illustrative to consider the discrete-time model here 
in more detail. To this end, consider the transition probabilities given in [12]. The 
probability of servicing customers dn+i in time slot n is given by 

- N Ci(xi + ai) 
P{dn+i\xn,an} = Y[ * ' at(gt- + ai)ai(xi + a{ - 1) • • • at(a:,- - d; + 1). 

Customers served at queue i are independently routed to queue j according to the 
routing probability p,j. The probability that customers an arrive into the network in 
time slot n is given by 

N \a( 

P{^} = I[^-Xi-

In [3] this model is discussed. It is shown that this discrete-time model corresponds 
to a continuous-time model with transition rates (2.3) with 

Ĉ0 = Il77rTlI ,ii c.-(*0 i i ai(ky 

N mi 
W W ) = S S ^ 

and independent routing of customers. Thus, the equilibrium distribution for the 
primal process is given by 

N -i n, 

*0*)«£ll77^II ,ii *(*) til otW 
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where Q is a positive solution to the traffic equations. This distribution is obtained 
in [3], [5]. The dual equilibrium distribution reads 

as is given in [12], where the process is observed at the end of time slots. Note that 
the dual routing function has to be chosen very carefully to obtain the correct form 
for the dual equilibrium distribution (cf. Section 4). A similar observation is made 
in [6], where the dual states are called base states. There the equilibrium distribution 
on base states is obtained. However, [6] does not introducé a process on these base 
states. 

6.9 Customer-vacancy duality 

Consider a closed queueing network consisting of single server queues only. The server 
at queue i works at rate ,̂-, i = 1 , . . . , N, and the number of customers at queue i is 
not to exceed a given capacity constraint Mi, i = 1 , . . . ,N. The state space of the 
primal process describing this queueing network when M customers are present in 
the network is given by 

N 

SüM = {neN?\'£ni = M, m < Mt-, i = l,...,N}, 
»=i 

where M — ( M i , . . . , Mjv). The transition rates for the primal process are 

q(n,ri- et- + e,) = /*,-py, n ,n - et- + e,- 6 SMM, i.j € M, 

where ptJ- is the routing probability. Assume a positive solution {ci}]^ exists to the 
traffic equations 

TV 

^{cipij-cjpji} = 0, ieM. 
3=1 

Similar to Example 6.6, define the primal routing function p,j as 

Pij(m) = mpijlim + ei,m + e, 6 % , M } , 

then for M < min,-6jvMt-, from Lemma 2.3, the primal process allows an equilibrium 
distribution 7r at Sjj M given by 

<n) = Bf[(^X\neSMM. 
fc=i \Pfc / 
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If Af > min,€jv Af,- the equilibrium distribution cannot immediately be obtained in 
closed form. However, for Af > Y$L% M% — minjgjy/- Afj the equilibrium distribution 
can be obtained by considering the vacancies at the queues. To this end, note that 
when rii customers are present at queue t, m,- = Af,- — n,- vacancies are present at 
queue i. Furthermore, when a customer routes from queue i to queue j a vacancy 
is routed from queue j to queue i. Moreover, in a transition n —• n — e,• + e,- first 
a customer leaves queue i and is subsequently routed to queue j . This corresponds 
to the creation of a vacancy at queue i and subsequently the removal of a vacancy 
at queue j . Thus the queueing network can be described using vacancies instead 
of customers and the process describing the evolution of the states in the vacancy 
description is a dual process. The state space of this dual process is 

sh,M = ime<l£™< = EM«--M> nu <Mh i = i , . . . ,JV} 
i= l t=l 

and the transition rates are 

qd(m,m + e,- - e^ = fijpa, m,rn + e,- - e,- € SjgM, i,j G JV; 

For the dual process to posses an equilibrium distribution 7rd based on the dual 
traffic equations the dual stop protocol must be used (cf. Example 6.3). However, as 
is argued in Example 6.5, the intermediate state for a transition m —• m -+- e,- — e,- is 
not observed. Thus this transition can be considered as passing through m — e,-. In 
this primal description blocking will not occur. Then, if {di}?=1 solves 

2 {diNPü ~ dJt*iPij} - 0, ie Af, (6.12) 
jeAT 

the vacancy process possesses an equilibrium distribution xd given by 

7rd(m) = Bdf[dZ\ meStg^. (6.13) 
it=i 

From (6.13) the equilibrium distribution for customers can immediately be obtained 
by inserting n,- = Af,- — m,-, i = 1 , . . . , N. This gives 

N (\ \ ' 
x(n) = B n (^J , « É % , M -

In the special case that the queueing network is a cyclic network a method considering 
vacancies at the queues is used in [4]. K the queueing network is cyclic, 

di = , i = 2, , N, di = — , 

is a solution to (6.12) and the equilibrium distribution 7r is given by 

as obtained in [4]. This example generalizes the approach used in [4] to non cyclic 
queueing networks, however, this example is not a straightforward application of the 
dual process presented in this paper. Note that the dual process presented here gives 
a justification for the dual routing function presented in Example 4.4. 
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7 Conclusion 
For a product form queueing network with general transition rates described in Sec
tion 2, in Section 3 a dual process is introduced, based on the potential interpretation 
of the transition rates. In contrast to the primal process where in a transition first a 
unit leaves a queue and is subsequently routed among the queues, in the dual process 
first a unit enters a queue and subsequently a unit is released from a queue in the 
network. It is shown that the dual process is closely related to the process describing 
the queueing network when one customer is routed among the queues thus describing 
the queueing network as observed by a customer in transit. This is formalized in Sec
tion 5 where the Palm probabilities associated with the jumps of the primal process 
are studied. As a direct consequence of the introduction of the dual process, in the 
arrival theorem, the equilibrium distribution of the state as observed by a moving 
customer is not necessarily equal to the equilibrium distribution of the state of the 
queueing network with this customer removed. Furthermore, the arrival theorem is 
generalized to also include the process describing the evolution of the state observed 
by a moving customer. The relation between primal and dual process is discussed. 
Firstly, it is shown that the symmetrical relation between the primal and dual process 
as discussed in Section 2 and 3 is similar to the relation between the primal and dual 
problem in linear programming. Secondly, blocking of transitions is discussed. It is 
shown that the dual process depends on the specific blocking protocol for the primal 
process. Thirdly, the transitions axe discussed. In these examples transition rates for 
the primal and dual process are constructed such that the primal and dual process 
describe a queueing network at the same state space with equal transition rates in 
the primal and dual description. Fourth, batch service and routing is discussed. It 
is shown that the approach of this paper can easily be generalized to batch service 
and routing queueing networks with a product form equilibrium distribution. As 
an application a discrete-time queueing network is discussed. For this network the 
discrepancy between the equilibrium distribution obtained in a discrete-time formu-
lation and the equilibrium distribution obtained in a continuous-time formulation is 
discussed. 

The approach taken in this paper is restricted to stochastic processes allowing 
single changes only, i.e. to stochastic processes modelling queueing networks in which 
one customer is allowed to change queues in a transition only. The assumptions can 
be relaxed (cf. Sections 6.1, 6.7), but the analysis will become very untransparent. 
Therefore, the present setting (a continuous-time product form queueing network 
with single changes) is chosen to introducé the dual process and to highlight the 
relationship between the primal and dual processes. 
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